By Merle Windler, Thoroughbred Systems, Inc.

Computer Corner
It’s here – the
long-awaited Windows

O

n October 22nd, Microsoft Windows 7, the longlittle advertised fact is that
awaited new operating system, was released as
Windows 7 has an option to run in XP virtual mode. This
the successor to the unpopular Vista. Many
addresses the user’s need to run existing XP programs.
people in the industry suggest that Windows 7 is what
New computer systems are being shipped with several
Windows Vista should have been.
Windows 7 editions. The two main choices are Windows 7
No doubt there are many harboring anxiety over losing
Home Premium or Windows 7 Business Edition. Both
reliable Windows XP. Like all Microsoft operating system
provide an option to upgrade to the Top of the Line,
releases to date, XP too had a rocky start, but evolved to
Ultimate or Business Professional Edition, which includes
be dependable.
XP mode.
It seems a miracle has come to pass and Microsoft now
may have a winner “out of the chute.” Windows 7
What makes Windows 7 so special?
combines some of the best features of XP and the best of
Windows 7 has numerous new features and takes
Vista as well as fixing the networking problems, driver
advantage of new technologies. It has the glassy-smooth
conflicts, and other “bugginess”.
look introduced in Vista, but now it
Windows 7 has been researched
functions smoothly as well.
and developed with greater care,
One of those little Vista hiccups
One of the most exciting new
time and effort than its
was
the new User Account Control
predecessor systems.
technologies for the water industry
(UAC) security feature.
There is more good news! There
introduced in Windows 7 is Sensor
Unfortunately, in Vista, it was
is no need for anyone using
pretty much a “one shot” option; it
Support. This is the beginning of a
Windows XP to panic. According to
is either leave it on or turn it off. In
Microsoft, Windows XP SP2
future of “smart” computing, in which 7, there are now four levels of
(Service Pack 2) will continue to be
control, so extra security
the computer may change choices
available for download from
protections are still available
Microsoft’s Web site until at least
based on location and manage the
without the annoying warnings
July 2010. Microsoft has also
office
or
home
automatically
endlessly popping up. Security has
stated that security patches, bug
been improved even more with the
following specified rules.
fixes and technical support for XP
new Windows Solution Center.
will continue until April 2014. A
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The familiar Firewall and Defender features still exist, but
now with much more including backup, PC
maintenance and troubleshooting control
panel, as well.
One of the most exciting new
technologies for the water
industry introduced in
Windows 7 is Sensor
Support. This is the
beginning of a future
of “smart” computing,
in which the computer
may change choices
based on location and
manage the office or home
automatically following
specified rules. It might
automatically change the
lighting and climate control
settings in the home or office
as soon as it senses a human
presence. It might turn on and
off a sprinkler system based on whether or not the
“sensor” indicates a plant needs water. With the new
“sensor” technology integrated into the basic operating
system, the impact on the water, wastewater and other
utility industries could be dramatic over the next decade
as hardware and software engineers design new products
to take advantage of these capabilities.
Some of the familiar names have been changed. “My
Documents” and “My Pictures” are now called “Libraries”.
But, otherwise function and location remains the same.
Paint, WordPad, Internet Explorer Browser, and Calculator
have all been significantly upgraded into much more
powerful and versatile applications. Media Center offers
functions with support for TV and DVD recording, photos,
music and video.
A new technology in Windows 7 called Device Stage
takes device management a step further. Device Stage
helps the user interact with any compatible device
connected to the computer. From Device Stage, the user
can see device status and run common tasks from a single
window.
Touch-screen support is built in. The Start menu,
Windows Taskbar, and Windows Explorer are touchfriendly, with larger icons that are easier to select with the
touch of a finger. Of course, a touch-screen capable
monitor will be required in order to take advantage of this
technology. Browsing the Web with Internet Explorer 8 is

easier too using the touch-screen, touch-of-a-finger
technology to scroll down a Web page.
Windows 7 introduces BitLocker
ToGo™, extending encryption to
removable drives. In other words,
security options for data protection will
be available for portable storage, such
as USB flash drives, allowing the user
to protect data with a
password.
Windows 7 also
incorporates many
almost transparent
improvements and
new features that
make security better
as well as making
operation and
troubleshooting easier. Examples include
changes in the built-in Firewall, the new
Problem Steps Recorder (that helps record and
provide beneficial information when a problem
arises) the Powershell Scripts (that can be executed
remotely) and Unified Tracing (to log and report
networking problems).
The improved ReadyBoost technology launches
applications more quickly by maintaining a portion of
frequently used applications in memory. ReadyBoost
allows a flash device, like a USB Flash Drive, to help run the
system as if it had more RAM. It doesn’t really use the flash
memory to increase the main system RAM in the
computer; instead the flash drive stores the information
used by the memory manager, resulting in a boost in
performance. The less full the flash drive, the more empty
space can be turned into added memory.
ReadyBoost can be particularly handy for laptop users.
Laptops are frequently scaled down from what the
average desktop might be, i.e. less hard drive space,
slower processor, etc. Often these lower specifications
include less RAM (random access memory, i.e. temporary
memory). This is where ReadyBoost comes in. Say a
traveler is trying to review a “how to video” on YouTube.
The person may have watched the same video back at the
office many times before using a desktop computer, but
finds that on the laptop it won’t run smoothly, constantly
stopping and starting every few seconds. It’s a safe bet
that the cause is less memory. By plugging in a USB flash
drive, i.e. a thumb drive, the computer can employ
ReadyBoost to utilize the available storage space on the
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flash drive as though it
such as arthritis or carpal
were additional RAM.
tunnel syndrome or
just plain people who
Remarkably, instead
are not accomplished
of Microsoft’s newest
keyboard operators.
operating system
Using a utility
release having a larger
program
with this
memory footprint, i.e.
capability
a clerk could
needing more RAM to
speak
the
payments
to
run, than its
the
computer
rather
predecessor,
than type them in.
Windows 7
actually boots
AppLocker is a
faster and has a
flexible, easy-tosmaller memory
administer
footprint than
mechanism that
Vista.
provides the ability
to restrict program
Windows 7
access. In other
includes
words, there may be
enhancements to
things on the
the User State
computer such as
Migration Tool
an accounting or
(USMT), a
utility billing program
command-line tool
that should only be accessed
that one uses to migrate
by certain persons.
operating system settings, files,
and other user profile data from one PC to another. This is
One reason Windows 7 runs faster and has a smaller
supposed to make the transition of moving from one
footprint is that Microsoft has stripped out many of the
computer to another smoother with less setup work.
little programs that were previously built into the
operating system. Instead people can add back in just the
As XP and Vista before, Windows 7 continues to provide
ones they want as a free download from Microsoft’s
multi-monitor support. This means that two monitors can
website.
be employed as one. This can be especially useful for
applications involving graphics. A water system’s
An example of one of these no longer built-in but
mapping project might benefit from the extra screen
available from the Web site applications is Microsoft
space, i.e. two monitors side-by-side that work as one
Windows Live Mail. But, if the Microsoft’s email program
incredibly wide screen.
doesn’t suit, there are many other
great email programs available, i.e.,
Bi-directional audio enables
An agency, business or an individual’s
Gmail, Hotmail, AOL, Yahoo, or
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)
Thunderbird. Live Mail from
computer system is not obsolete as
where the user speaks on a VoIP
Microsoft brings together Hotmail,
capable device to anyone in the
long as what they are using does
Gmail and other accounts, along
world that is also using VoIP.
everything
they
want
to
achieve
in
with multiple calendars allowing
Other audio technologies also
the user to access and control
the time and manner they want to
continue to improve. When
multiple email accounts all in one
Speech Recognition was first
accomplish the task and as long as
place.
introduced, it was clumsy and
Other applications that do not
their
equipment
is
operational,
any
inaccurate but now it is actually
automatically
come with Windows
feasible to set aside the keyboard
technical support they might require
7
but
are
available
for download or
and communicate with a computer
is
accessible
and
any
consumables
optional
install
to
7
users are Photo
by simply talking. This can be a
Gallery
and
Movie
Maker.
These
lifesaver for persons with afflictions
they need are available.
programs allow the user to edit
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and organize photos and movies, for posting online or
sending to friends. Another, Live Writer, allows the
blogger to add photos and videos for publishing to most
blogging services.
Windows 7 appears to be what we have all been
waiting for. It’s a real advancement and leap forward in
technology. This is not to say that everyone needs to run
right out to purchase a copy. While some may define
obsolescence in regard to computers and software as not
using the most recent software release and not owning
the newest hardware, there has to be a more practical
definition. An agency, business or an individual’s
computer system is not obsolete as long as what they are
using does everything they want to achieve in the time
and manner they want to accomplish the task and as long
as their equipment is operational, any technical support
they might require is accessible and any consumables
they need are available. There are folks out there still
working with ancient DOS computers and dot matrix
printers and believe it or not getting the job done. If one
day they go to replace a ribbon that is no longer
manufactured, they will have no choice but to upgrade.
What a leap that will be!
Lack of confidence in Vista has stopped many from
upgrading, keeping XP around for an extended period
and causing the market to become so entrenched in XP
that no doubt it will not be put completely out to pasture
for some time. Rather than switch now, many will allow
their existing computers to continue on with XP and only
move on to Windows 7 with their next new computer
purchase.
For those upgrading the operating system of an
existing computer to Windows 7, be certain the computer
meets, or better yet exceeds the minimum requirements.
When considering doing any kind of upgrade always
check first on the compatibility of all elements that must
play nice together – the operating system, the application
software and the hardware.
Microsoft’s television ads have pint-sized PC enthusiast
“Kylie” being really happy over Windows 7. Hopefully
Windows 7 will make the rest of us as happy as little Kylie.
Merle Windler and his wife Linda are owners
of Thoroughbred Systems, Inc., Topeka.
The company specializes in utility billing
for cities and rural districts, computer networking
and associated training. Contact:
merlewindler@yahoo.com

Windows 7 requirements, per
Microsoft’s Web site are:
■

1 gigahertz (GHz) or faster 32-bit (x86) or
64-bit (x64) processor

■

1 gigabyte (GB) RAM (32-bit) or 2 GB RAM
(64-bit)

■

16 GB available hard disk space (32-bit) or
20 GB (64-bit)

■

DirectX 9 graphics device with WDDM 1.0
or higher driver

Additional requirements to use
certain features:
■

Internet access (fees may apply)

■

Depending on resolution, video playback may
require additional memory and advanced
graphics hardware

■

For some Windows Media Center functionality
a TV tuner and additional hardware may be
required

■

Windows Touch and Tablet PCs require specific
hardware

■

HomeGroup requires a network and PCs
running Windows 7

■

DVD/CD authoring requires a compatible
optical drive

■

BitLocker requires Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) 1.2

■

BitLocker To Go requires a USB flash drive

■

Windows XP Mode requires an additional 1 GB
of RAM, an additional 15 GB of available hard
disk space, and a processor capable of
hardware virtualization with Intel VT or AMDV turned on

■

Music and sound require audio output

■

Product functionality and graphics may vary
based on your system configuration. Some
features may require advanced or additional
hardware.
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